N No on nl li in ne ea ar r s sy ys st te em m L Lo ot tk ka a--V Vo ol lt te er ra a
Non linear system Lotka Voltera described process of prey-predator evolution in nature. One of them is formulated in normal Cauchy form, as in the following form 
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The grows rates are: r for H, a is the rate of predators, b is the rate for predators when one individ of prey is reated and c is the death rate in predators' individs.
This system is very strong of nonlinearity represent, with constant coefficients becomes surprising with changes them values. 
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C Co on nc cl lu us si io on ns s
The biology system of differential equations utility in the theory is well known and with research in this area is possible many problems to do in action. So, this system becomes linear about any coefficients and especialy with their values. In this way the nonlinear systms have some properties from chaos and destructions to linerity and comands. 
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